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ABSTRACT

Autonomic computing systems are self-managed systems without the need of human intervention. It is an analogy of the autonomic nervous system in nature. In an autonomic computing system the human operator takes a new rule, instead of controlling the system he just guides the system and devises rules for self-managing system. Every aspect of human life is automated and this makes everyday tasks much easier, so autonomic computing makes all aspect of computing faster and more efficient. The biggest advantage of autonomic computing is it will reduce the need for day to day repetitive administrative tasks and which is the biggest time saver. The four aspects of self-management such as self-configuration, self-protection, -healing are discussed. The need for developing algorithms that is set of rules that can take information and improvise, also the need for design of architecture that provide consistent interfaces and point of control in a heterogeneous environment are also discussed. The paper also analyzes how autonomic communications will be a driving factor for the future internet.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computer application developers and engineers have been working on ways of increasing autonomic capabilities of computers, making them less dependent on people for tasks involving sustaining the efficacy and operation-ability of the system. Such computer attribute is termed autonomic computing, and it entails aspects of self-management such as self-healing, self-protecting, self-optimization and self-configuration. By integrating such attributes to the computer, programs developers and engineers intend to mimic the functions of the autonomic nervous system of animals, particularly humans. Therefore, in order to understand how autonomic computers would work, one needs to have deep insight into how autonomic system in the human body functions to achieve self-configuration, self-healing, self-optimization and self-protection capability.
(self-aware) enables proper adaptation. Thus, computer system gain such integrated awareness through filtered data related to sensing, and feedback related to effecting interfaces matched with the context culminating in a system review that is accurate [2]. Notably, to maintain a current view and satisfy conditional time limits, the computer system assumes a closed loop system (see fig. 1) [2].

Figure 1: Essential dependencies and data-flow for autonomic computing systems

III. SELF-CONFIGURATION CAPABILITY

Advent of network services represents a principle aspect of the modern network infrastructure [5]. Specifically, in such network environments, servers disperse information about network services configuration among multiple information storages. Usually, the correlation between the storage and use of such configuration information is managed via drivers, processes, or protocols uniquely made for different environment of use. Worth noting, with the expansion in end-user systems integrating into the network concurrent with the number and types of network services, the demand for and complexity of an effective way for managing the correlation between configuration information and its consumption increases.

Self-configuration relates especially to network services, where it refers to the system’s ability to configure – set up- its network- its network-based applications and services, consistent to the user’s needs and the system’s environment. Practically, the system on the side of the user would detect the change in the needs of both the system’s environment and the end-user, interpret its impact, and reconfigure itself accordingly. However, the requisite for different rates of disseminating information about altered configuration throughout the system’s environment, the variety of system administrator’s roles, and the location flexibility complicate the process of configuration behavior of network services that are autonomous [5].

IV. SELF-HEALING COMPETENCE

A self-healing system should recover from the abnormal (or “unhealthy”) state and return to the normative (“healthy”) state, and function as it was prior to disruption” [8]. Noteworthy, self-healing systems in a distinct situation act as adjuvants to fault-tolerant systems [8]. Similarly, by containing failing parts and securing specific principle services that represent a minimal albeit running system configuration, survivable systems correct malicious behavior. The operation mode of self-healing software is a systematic procedure of identifying and isolating and taking a faulty entity off line, repairing the failed entity, and reinitiating the fixed or replacement entity into the system without distorting its operation [9]. Specifically, the goal of self-healing is to facilitate the reliability of a system by limiting the outages. Therefore, effective self-healing systems can anticipate conflicts in order to avert possible failures.

V. SELF-PROTECTING COMPETENCE

A self-protecting system denotes one which can identify and protect its resources from both internal and external invasions [10]. Typically, such a system aids in detecting hostile behavior and executing autonomous processes to protect itself from invasive behaviors [10]. Unlike self-healing competence, the principle objective of self-protecting systems is to safeguard the environment in which the system runs from malicious, deliberate behaviors. To accomplish this role, a self-protecting system scans the suspicious tasks and responds appropriately without disclosing to the user of the protection process it executes [11]. Practically, a self-protecting system must be able to determine intrusion by differentiating legal from illegal activities. Also, it must have the capacity to respond to invasions, besides having the capability to protect its self-protection entities from disruption [10].
VI. SELF-OPTIMIZATION COMPETENCE

The self-optimization capability is particularly relevant in telecommunication networks, as the recent evolutions of telecommunication networks primarily underscore the need for optimization of network capabilities. In this light, operators confront the problem of containing the costs of their operation besides the challenge of adapting to next-generation services [12]. Because of the ongoing evolution in the profile of service or traffic, an increasing level of complexity and dynamicity, and an extra scaling in size will characterize prospect wired networks; hence, necessitating consistent adjusting of network configuration. A majority of autonomic computing experts believe that self-management, especially self-optimizing competence, provides the accurate framework to solve such network operation challenges.

In the context of networking, optimization challenges share the goal of efficiency versus scalability and dynamicity. Consequently, self-optimization algorithms seem an innovative means to resolve such issues [12]. Moreover, self-optimization requires embedding algorithms that forces decisions, the closest possible, to the functional component. Often, the system determines the limit to closeness from the necessary information for decision-making [12].

VII. CONCLUSION

Autonomic computing offers a range of promise to internet providers. Specifically, autonomic computing would reduce operation costs for the service because fewer personnel would be needed to facilitate its operation. The capacity of autonomic systems to self-manage eliminates the need for human operators. Distinctively, the ability to self-configure will allow internet system to configure effectively its network-based apps and services towards the needs of both the system’s current environment and the user. Such capability will fill the gap related to increasing complexity and need for better technique for coordinating the information on configuration needs of the user and system’s environment, and its consumption. Self-healing capability will enhance internet reliability by minimizing outages, and self-protecting competence will protect the internet system environment from malware and attacks. Lastly, self-optimization will enable internet to overcome the challenges related to increased complexity and dynamicity, which often compromise its efficiency. Indeed, autonomic computing promises a lot to internet providers.
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